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AGENDA
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 Minehiro Inouye
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 Sam Lee
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Scheduling

•
•

•
•

•

We reviewed scheduling patterns for the past five years.
Scheduling of Economics classes is quite consistent with 18 to 21 sections being offered
in fall and spring.
The number of summer sections declined in 2017 in response to the reestablishment of
the winter session.
Mine notes that enrollments are soft in his fall classes. He doesn’t have lines of people
waiting to add like he has had in the past. His summer enrollments are soft too. He
speculates that the online classes are drawing from enrollment in the face-to-face
classes.
This isn’t surprising given that enrollment has been slightly down for the past several
years across the entire campus.

Curriculum and Local AA Degree
• Last Spring the department made recommended changes to the AA degree. These were
presented to the curriculum chair who said we need to hold off until spring 2019 because
curriculum processes are currently in a holding pattern due to the migration to new software,
Curriculog.
• The recommended edits are on an attached page. The new math requirement will be either
Math 165 or Math 190. This means students will need to complete nine units from the list of
choices, rather than six. That list should be edited to include less History and more Business, CIS
and Math classes.
• Mine noted that students need to be aware that Math 165 will not apply towards CSU and UC
transfer.
Economics Tutor
• This semester the department has an Economics tutor who was recommended by Michael
Fradkin. Brett Marschall has also had this student in his class and says he is well qualified. It has
been hard to find an Economics tutor in the past, so it is terrific to have one this semester.

Program Review – November 29, 2018
1

•

Our program review date has been pushed back to Nov. 29th.

Department Activities
• Brett is the club advisor for the Business Society Club. They had their kick off meeting 3-4 weeks
ago. He is co-advising with a Business instructor. There is new leadership in the club. Brett is
working on helping the leaders understand the need to plan on developing a “shadow cabinet”
of students who can assume leadership next year. They are brainstorming about guest speakers
on topics like banking and accounting.
New BSS Building

•

cc:

Chris reviewed the drafts of plan for the new BSS building.
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